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St Nicholas Catholic Junior High Plan for Continuous Growth 2019-2022 

 

School Mission: 

 

We are committed to supporting the development of full learner potential and maintaining an 

environment which nurtures growth of individuals, encourages respect for others, and models 

self-respect, justice and compassion. 

School Vision: 

 

St. Nicholas Catholic Junior High School is a Christ-centered, culturally diverse community that 
fosters critical and creative thinking, international-mindedness and social justice. The staff and 
students are devoted to creating an environment that embraces life-long learning; an 
environment where everyone is inspired to achieve excellence in academics and strength in 
mind, body and spirit. 

School Charism: 

 

St. Nicholas is the patron saint of children, and sailors among many others.  Bishop Nicholas of 

Myra spent his life helping the less fortunate.  As a result, at St. Nicholas Jr. High School... We 

serve all in need. 

School Context: 

 

St. Nicholas Jr. High is a diverse learning community where approximately 239 students are 
engaged in a wide variety of learning experiences. 6% of our student population are English 
Language Learners and programming is provided for them within the classroom setting. 20% of 
our students have identified as Indigenous and we have the renowned Braided Journeys 
programming at our school to serve and support these students. In addition to daily support in 
all areas, one of this year’s primary objectives for our Braided Journeys coach is to support 
students transitioning into our school from elementary and transitioning into high school. The 
strong connections that many of our students have to our Braided Journeys coach has 
contributed to higher success rates amongst our First Nations and Metis students. We have 
established a Student Services Team (Learning Coach, Family School Liaison Worker, School 
Resource Officer, Psychologist, Administration) this year that offers wrap around services and 
supports our teachers in providing optimal learning environments for all our students. This year 
we are also implementing the Collaborative Response Model; a framework that focuses on 
ensuring all student needs are met using the continuum of supports available at our school and 
within the Division. This model will enable us to support all of our students; those struggling in 
areas, those achieving acceptable standards and those achieving a standard of excellence. 
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St. Nicholas continues to have a healthy Soccer Academy Program (72 students), Science 
Academy (24 students) and Fine Arts Academy (200 students) which offers Drama, Improv and 
a grade 7- 9 Band Program. 

St Nicholas is also home to the WIN Jr. Program, a dynamic and differentiated learning program 
of choice.  The program is seen across the District as a leader in serving many diverse learners 
and the program is highly successful, and it has been a positive addition to our school. 

 

Review of Previous Year’s Goals: 

 

Goal Achieved/Continue/Modify Evidence/Data used  

School Goal #1: 

 

St. Nicholas students will 

continue to gain a full 

experience in the 

distinctiveness of our 

Catholic school. 

Continue: 

Continue doing the Social Justice 

work we have always done. 

Modify: 

Look at ways of directing some of 

our energies to the families within 

our community. 

Look at ways to broaden the 

existing relationship with our 

feeder schools (St Jerome, St 

Bernadette, St Teresa of Calcutta). 

Look at ways of enriching and 

nurturing the relationship with 

our parent community and parish 

and encourage more parental 

involvement. 

 

Social Justice Report shows 

a great deal of initiatives 

undertaken at our school. 

 

Staff are seeing an increased 

need for familial support for 

many of our own students. 

 

Feeder school appreciate 

the connections and are 

open to other opportunities. 

School Goal #2: 

St. Nicholas students will 

improve their content 

literacy and understanding 

in the Core subjects 

through intentional and 

focused learning activities 

in an inclusive, safe and 

caring, and differentiated 

setting. 

Continue: 

Continues to be a need to focus 

on improving our students’ 

content literacy and 

understanding in all core subject 

areas. 

 

Modify: 

Need to examine our existing 

continuum of supports and 

The number of struggling 

readers entering our school 

community continues to 

increase. 

 

There is a downward trend 

in our PAT achievement 

levels. 
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Sub Goal a) 

Staff will implement the 

District mandated 

PowerTeacherPro (PTP) 

reporting program. 

 

Sub Goal b) 

Students will see St. 

Nicholas as safe, caring, 

and inviting place to learn. 
 

 

ensure teachers are 

implementing needed strategies 

and accommodations in the 

classroom environment. 

 

Implement the Collaborative 

Response Model (CRM) to ensure 

supports are available to all 

students as needed. 

 

Establish a 4-tiered continuum of 

support model to support 

teachers in the classroom. 

 

Identify department goals to 

address the downward trend in 

our PAT results. Each Department 

will determine these goals based 

on the findings from the PAT 

Analysis process. 

 

Utilize our Student Services Team 

to provide support and education 

in areas such as bullying, digital 

citizenship, self-care, public 

safety, differentiated instruction 

and more.   

Low satisfaction rate 

surrounding Safe and Caring 

Schools and Program of 

Studies. 

School Goal #3: 

St. Nicholas Indigenous 

students will complete the 

school year and experience 

an improvement in their 

achievement. 

Continue: 

Continue to support the Braided 

Journeys Program, after school 

tutoring and offer the same 

continuum of supports for our 

Indigenous students as is 

available for all our students. 

 

Success rate of our 

Indigenous students. 

 

Success of our Braided 

Journeys Program and the 

connections made with our 

feeder schools and our 

connecting high schools. 
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Data Analysis:   

Areas to celebrate 

Accountability Pillar The Achievement Measures evaluations that are “High” are Work 

Preparation, Parental Involvement and School Improvement. 

The Overall Measures evaluations that are “Good” are Work 

Preparation, Parental Involvement and School Improvement 

District Satisfaction 

Survey 

 

The following areas have shown improvement over the past year: 

Students: 

I have opportunity to participate in Social Justice activities 

I feel safe in my school building. 

I feel safe on my school grounds during school hours. 

I am satisfied with the variety of complementary courses (options) that 

are offered. 

Our religious celebrations at school are important. 

 

Parents: 

My child's school has a positive reputation in the community. 

My child has the opportunity to participate in Social Justice activities at 

school. 

Daily prayer and religious celebrations are important at my child's 

school. 

I am involved in my child's education. 

 

Staff: 

Our school/site focuses on learning and teaching within a Catholic 

context. 

Catholic teachings and traditions are important at our school/site. 

Our school/site is involved in social justice, service, and charitable 

activities (e.g., Food Bank, Sign of Hope). 

Prayer and celebrations add a meaningful dimension to the Catholic 

identity at my school/site. 

Our students collaborate through a variety of learning approaches. 

Our students are taught to use the skills of critical thinking and inquiry 

in their approach to learning. 
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I utilize technology to enhance student learning and broaden the 

perspective I provide to students. 

In our school, technology is meaningfully integrated into instruction. 

Our school is a safe environment for children to learn. 

Our school/site is a safe environment in which to work. 

 

The following areas are above the District average: 

 

Students: 

My school offers opportunities for me to participate in prayer during 

the school day. 

I have opportunities to express my opinions about school issues. 

My school teaches me the value of healthy food choices and active 

living. 

My school gives me the opportunity to use a variety of technology tools. 

I am satisfied with my access to computer technology at school. 

 

Parents: 

My child has the opportunity to participate in Social Justice activities at 

school. 

Daily prayer and religious celebrations are important at my child's 

school. 

I am involved in my child's education. 

Please indicate your level of satisfaction with your opportunity to be 

involved in decisions affecting your child's school and learning. 

 

Staff: 

Feedback that I hear from the greater community reflects a favorable 

opinion of our school district. 

Our school/site is a safe environment in which to work. 

Non-academic needs of students are met in our school through a 

variety of supports and services. 

Our school is providing the necessary supports for children with special 

needs. 

The approach to conflict management with adults in our school/site is 

reflective of our core values. 
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Regression Analysis Based on our Regression Analysis - Provincial Achievement Test 

Expectations our English Language Arts scores fall within expectation 

(=). 

PAT/Diploma 

analysis 

The following subject standards showed achievements above the 

Provincial average: 

K&E English Language Arts: Standard of Acceptable and Excellence 

K&E Mathematics: Standard of Acceptable and Excellence 

K&E Social Studies: Standard of Acceptable 

 

Areas to target for growth  
Data Source Measures Goals in response to data 

Accountability 

Pillar 

Achievement Measures evaluations that 

are “low”, “very low” or have dropped are 

“Safe and Caring, Program of Studies, PAT 

Acceptable, PAT Excellence and 

Citizenship” 

Improvement Measure evaluations that 

“declined” or “significantly declined” are 

Safe and Caring, Program of Studies, 

Education Quality, PAT Acceptable and 

Citizenship. 

Overall Measure evaluations that are “a 

concern or issue” are Safe and Caring, 

Program of Studies, Education Quality, PAT 

Acceptable, PAT Excellence and Citizenship. 

Support and encourage 
Student Voice. 
 
Support and encourage 
Parental involvement. 
 
Implement the Collaborative 
Response Model. 
 
Establish specific subject areas 
goals and implement best 
practices in all core subject 
areas that directly speak to the 
declining PAT results. 

District 

Satisfaction 

Survey 

 

Areas that showed a decline over the last 2 

years: 

Students: 

I am challenged to do my best 

I respect my school 

 

Parents: 

Critical thinking skills are taught at my 

child's school. 

Establish a Student Services 
Team to better identify student 
needs and support teachers in 
the classroom. 
 
Collaborate with staff, students 
and parents to ensure 
discipline is being addressed in 
an effective manner. 
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Data Source Measures Goals in response to data 

My child is learning the attitudes and 

behaviours that will make him/her 

successful in the world of work. 

I am satisfied with the way that student 

discipline is handled in my child's school. 

Students in my child's school receive 

additional services and support when they 

need it. 

I am satisfied that my child's school uses a 

variety of methods to help him/her learn. 

Staff: 

I am satisfied with the way student 

discipline is handled in our school. 

I have appropriate opportunity for input 

into school/site level decisions that affect 

my job. 

 

The following are below the District 

average: 

Students: 

Student discipline is handled fairly. 

Critical thinking and inquiry are taught at 

my school. 

 

Parents: 

My child is learning the attitudes and 

behaviours that will make him/her 

successful in the world of work. 

Overall, how satisfied are you with the 

quality of education that your child is 

receiving in school? 

My child's school focuses on continuous 

improvement. 

 

Staff: 

Collaborate with staff, students 
and parents to determine ways 
to make St Nicholas a safer and 
more caring environment. 
 
Establish specific subject areas 
goals and implement best 
practices in all core subject 
areas that directly speak to the 
declining PAT results. 
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Data Source Measures Goals in response to data 

I am satisfied with the way student 

discipline is handled in our school. 

 

Regression 

Analysis 

Based on our Regression Analysis - 
Provincial Achievement Test Expectations 
in Mathematics, Science and Social Studies 
fall statistically below expectation (-). 
Although our English Language Arts scores 
fall within expectation (=) there was a 
decline from last year.  

Each Department will establish 

subject specific actions in 

response to these results.  With 

our primary goal being to 

improve reading and 

comprehension skills (ELA), 

source analysis skills (SOC), 

basic computational skills 

(MAT) and terminology and 

various science skills (SCI). 

 

 

 

 

PAT/Diploma 

analysis 

The following subject standards showed 

achievements below the Provincial 

average: 

 

English Language Arts: Standard of 

Excellence 

Mathematics: Standard of Acceptable and 

Excellence 

Science: Standard of Excellence 

Social Studies: Standard of Acceptable and 

Excellence 

After completing each subject 
area analysis booklet each 
department established goals 
to address the areas of 
concern. Two primary goals 
being to establish a subject 
specific COP and to work with 
Division Consultants to 
determine how best to 
program for our students.  
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Goals: 
 

Catholic Identity Goal: 

In keeping with the charism of our school community we aim to “serve all in need” both 

within our school community and in the broader Edmonton area. 

 

District Correlation: 

 

Catholic Identity Plan 

A) Explore how our school’s charism is permeated throughout school culture and discuss why 
it is important. 
1 Corinthians 14:12 - So with yourselves; since you are eager for spiritual gifts, strive to excel 
in them for building up the church. 
B) Ensure that every member of the community has a way to express and share their gifts 
from God. 
1 Corinthians 12:4-5 - Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit; and there are 
varieties of services, but the same Lord; 
1.1 Demonstrate the distinctiveness and strengths of Catholic education. 

a. Continue to enhance the home – school – parish relationships. 

b. Enhance and strengthen our Catholic identity within each site by implementing our Catholic 

Identity Plan 2019-2022. (See Appendix I on page 24) 

c. Demonstrate a way of life rooted in the Catholic Christian call to discipleship and service. 

d. Ensure that permeation of faith remains central in all our day to day practices. 

 

Strategy 1: 

All students and teachers will work collaboratively to participate in school-wide social 

justice and service initiatives.  

Action 

Provide Christmas Food Hampers to 32 families from within 

our school community which are delivered by St Nicholas staff. 

Measures/ Evidence of 

effectiveness  

The scope of social justice 

work and service initiatives 

we, as a school community, 
Action 
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Student Leadership will collect and donate all monies raised to 

school social justice initiatives as well as non-profit 

organizations throughout the Edmonton area.  

engage in over the course of 

the school year. 

Expanded snack program into 

other areas of the school. 

Student satisfaction survey 

results. 

Focus on providing nutrition 

for our students can positively 

affect overall performance 

results. 

Improved attendance. 

  

Action 

Continuation of the Breakfast for Learning Program and 

Morning Snack. Both of which are free and available to all 

students daily thanks to the generosity of outside agencies 

and our Edmonton Catholic School Foundation. 

Action 

Prepare and serve a full Christmas Turkey Feast for all students 

on December 20th prepared by St Nicholas staff and 

volunteers. 

Action 

Extend our morning snack program to more locations in the 

school so more students have access. Fresh fruit will be 

available all day every day in the office for anyone at school. 

Action 

Through our Student Services Team, reach out into the 

community to access familial supports that provide additional 

assistance outside of the school setting for our families in need 

(Food Bank, AHS, Multicultural Centres, etc.)   

Connections made to outside 

agencies by our Family School 

Liaison Worker. 

Strategy 2: 

Work collaboratively with our parent community and the broader community in school 

wide social justice and service initiatives. 

Action 

Provide regular communication with parents regarding all 

initiatives through monthly newsletters, monthly School 

Council meetings, regular Swift email and text reminders and 

outdoor signage. 

Measures/ Evidence of 

effectiveness  

The scope of social justice 

work and service initiatives 

we, as a school community, 
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Action 

Solicit the support of our past donors; Catholic Schools 

Foundation, President’s Choice Grant, Edmonton Food Bank 

and look for additional support to help support the increased 

needs of our school community.  

engage in over the course of 

the school year. 

Parental involvement. 

Grants and donations 

received. 

Action 

Encourage and support involvement from our parent 

community in both school wide and broader community social 

justice initiatives. 

 

Catholic Education Goal: 

St. Nicholas students will continue to gain a full experience in the distinctiveness of our 

Catholic school. 

District Correlation:  

Live and Enhance the Distinctiveness of Catholic Education 

1.1 Demonstrate the distinctiveness and strengths of Catholic education. 

a. Continue to enhance the home – school – parish relationships. 

b. Enhance and strengthen our Catholic identity within each site by implementing our Catholic 

Identity Plan 2019-2022. (See Appendix I on page 24) 

c. Demonstrate a way of life rooted in the Catholic Christian call to discipleship and service. 

d. Ensure that permeation of faith remains central in all our day to day practices. 

 

1.2 Promote and foster the presence of Edmonton Catholic Schools in the education, Church, 

civic, business and government communities. 

a. Continue collaboration with the Archdiocese of Edmonton and the Ukrainian Catholic 

Eparchy of Edmonton to enhance our mutual work and to evangelize our families and promote 

a life of faith. 

b. Celebrate and advance the work of the Edmonton Catholic Schools Foundation within our 

schools and District. 

c. Create opportunities for the community to learn about, celebrate, and advocate for Catholic 

education. 
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d. Provide opportunities for authentic student expressions and applications of faith as 

members of many different communities. 

 

Strategy 1: 

Cultivating Catholic identity amongst students and staff to emphasize culture and climate 

within our school. 

Action 

Creation of a 14-minute Religion Reflection time before each 

lunch time to focus on Catholic teachings and to help students 

further understand the Catholic Liturgical Year. 

Measures/ Evidence of 

effectiveness  

Implementation of this 

practice from September 

through to June. 

Daily participation by all staff 

and students. 

Staff and students to create 

week-long reflections 

throughout the year. 

Action 

Reciting the Prayer of St. Nicholas and the Lord’s prayer 

and/or Hail Mary daily as part of our morning routine. 

Prayer to become part of our 

morning broadcast and daily 

routine. 

Action 

Continue to build a relationship with the Ukrainian Catholic 

Church (Protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary) through regular 

attendance at masses and inviting the parish priests to act as 

celebrant at our school wide celebrations. 

Ongoing and year long. 

Action 

Broaden the relationship with our feeder elementary schools 

(St. Leo, St. Jerome, St. Bernadette) and our connecting high 

schools (O’Leary, Austin O’Brien).  

 

Continue existing practices 

(i.e. Feeder Tournaments, 

Soccer Leadership) and 

initiate new cross school 

activities (i.e. Reading 

buddies, mentors, tutors, 

etc.)  
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Goal 3: 

St. Nicholas students will improve their content literacy and understanding in the Core 

subjects through intentional and focused learning activities in an inclusive, safe and caring, 

and differentiated setting 

 

District Correlation:  

ECSD student are successful 

Objective: To develop students to their fullest potential, through multiple pathways, so that 

they can nurture their gifts and talents in service to others and pursue their passions and 

interests as contributing members of community... academically, spiritually, physically, 

mentally and socially.  

 

1.1 Focus on strategies to support seamless transitions from K to 1, Grades 6 to 7, Grades 9 to 

10, and 12 and beyond. 

1.2 Identify and implement best practices that align with excellent pedagogy and learning 

environments while developing a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy. A strong start to 

learning necessitates a focus upon developing competencies, i.e. communication, growth and 

well-being, creativity and innovation, critical thinking, problem solving and management of 

information.  

1.3 Implement pedagogical and assessment practices focused on improving students’ 

conceptual and procedural knowledge of subject-area disciplines and cross-curricular 

connections. 

1.4 Identify and implement best practices in disciplinary literacy from early learning through 

to graduation to ensure all students have the foundational skills for success. 

1.5 Ensure that flexible and responsive programming meets the diverse needs of all learners. 

 

Sub Goal a: 

All Core Subject Area teachers will implement best practices/actions to support improved 

achievement levels in all grades and on Grade 9 PATs. 
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Strategy 1: 

Social Studies Department will focus on further developing students’ source analysis and 

critical writing skills, which was identified as an area of concern on the PAT analysis 

completed by the Social Studies teachers. 

Action 

Offer a Thursday CTF social support block that will focus on 

source analysis and critical writing. 

Measures/ Evidence of 

effectiveness 

 

Increased number of students 

enrolling in the CTF support 

blocks. 

 

Improved achievement on 

assessments in all grade 

levels. 

 

Improved PAT results. 

 

Regularly scheduled COP 

meetings to monitor 

effectiveness of actions 

implemented. 

 

Scheduled visits by Division 

Consultants. 

 

Action 

Focus on source analysis through numerous class activities 

that show analysis on a variety of sources from cartoons, to 

charts, to graphs. 

Action 

Focus on analyzing sources through writing, which enhances 

the students understanding of the process. 

Action 

Establish a Social Studies COP which meets regularly to 

discuss and work on these materials and monitor progress of 

students. 

Action 

Work with Division Consultants to establish current best 

practices and to assist with implementing common 

assessments at all grade levels to support all our learners. 

Action 

Maintain contact with parent/guardians, administration, 

learning coach and braided journeys coach to mitigate any 

behaviour or attendance concerns. 

 

Strategy 2: 

Science Department will focus on further developing students’ foundational knowledge, 

background information and table and graph skills, which was identified as an area of 

concern on the PAT analysis completed by the Science teachers. 

Action 

Focus on science skills: data analysis in numerical and 

graphical form, analysis of pictures and diagrams, and use of 

demonstrations or hands-on activities 

Measures/ Evidence of 

effectiveness 
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Action 

Integration of more multiple choice and numerical response 

practice questions and assessment questions in grade 7 and 

grade 8, as well as grade 9 

Improved achievement on 

assessments in all grade 

levels. 

 

Improved PAT results. 

 

Regularly scheduled COP 

meetings to monitor 

effectiveness of actions 

implemented. 

 

Scheduled visits by Division 

Consultants. 

 

Action 

Maintain contact with parent/guardians, administration, 

learning coach and Braided Journeys coach to mitigate any 

behaviour or attendance concerns. 

Actions 

Establish a Science COP to collaborate on how to best utilize 

resources to better support all students in understanding the 

content. 

Actions 

Work with Division Consultants to establish current best 

practices and to assist with implementing common 

assessments at all grade levels to support all our learners. 

 

Strategy 3: 

Mathematics Department will focus on further developing students’ basic computational 

skills, terminology and mental math skills (without calculators), which was identified as an 

area of concern on the PAT analysis completed by the Mathematics teachers. 

Actions 

Implement the use of manipulatives in the classroom to assist 

with Patterns and Relations and Shape and Space. 

Measures/ Evidence of 

effectiveness 

 

Improved achievement on 

assessments in all grade 

levels. 

 

Improved PAT results. 

 

Regularly scheduled COP 

meetings to monitor 

effectiveness of actions 

implemented. 

 

Scheduled visits by Division 

Consultants. 

Actions 

Develop mini lessons that focus on basic computational skills, 

math terminology and mental math without the use of 

calculators. 

Actions 

Maintain contact with parent/guardians, administration, 

learning coach and Braided Journeys coach to mitigate any 

behaviour or attendance concerns. 

Actions 

Work with Division Consultants to establish current best 

practices and to assist with implementing common 

assessments at all grade levels to support all our learners. 

Actions 
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Establish a Mathematics COP to collaborate on how to best 

utilize resources to better support all students in 

understanding the content. 

 

 

Strategy 4: 

English Language Arts Department will focus on further developing students’ background 

knowledge, foundational sentence structure and vocabulary and writing conventions, which 

was identified as an area of concern on the PAT analysis completed by the English Language 

Arts teachers. 

Action 

Offer Levelled Literacy Intervention (LLI) support blocks to 

support our struggling readers and ELL students. 

Measures/ Evidence of 

effectiveness 

 

Improved achievement on 

assessments in all grade 

levels. 

 

Improved PAT results. 

 

Regularly scheduled COP 

meetings to monitor 

effectiveness of actions 

implemented. 

 

Scheduled visits by Division 

Consultants. 

 

Improved reading levels with 

struggling readers and ELL 

students. 

Action 

Implement mini lessons at all grade levels that assist students 

in the area of sentence structure, vocabulary and writing 

conventions. 

Action 

Meet as a department to assess all current resources and 

establish a classroom library of literature and resources that 

better serves our diverse student population. 

Action 

Work with Division Consultants to establish current best 

practices and to assist with implementing common 

assessments at all grade levels to support all our learners. 

Action 

Establish a Language Arts COP to collaborate on how to best 

utilize our resources to better support all students in 

understanding the content. 

Sub Goal b: 

Staff will implement the Collaborative Response Model (CRM). 

Strategy 1: 

Establish an on-site Student Services Team (Learning Coach, Family School Liaison Worker, 

Psychologist, Braided Journeys Liaison, School Resource Officer, Administration) who will 
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guide all staff in the implementation of the CRM which, in turn, will support teachers in 

addressing the needs of the diverse learners in their classrooms. 

Actions 

Staff will meet to establish meeting norms that guide 

meetings in a positive and action-based approach to address 

student needs and next steps.  

Measures/ Evidence of 

effectiveness 

 

Established CRM Norms. 

 

Established CRM schedule for 

the school year. 

 

Established 4-tiered 

Continuum of Supports which 

is available to all 

teachers/staff. 

 

Improved achievement levels 

on common assessments. 

 

Differentiated instruction in 

all classrooms. 

 

Improved reading levels, 

achievement on common 

assessments and PAT results. 

 

 

Action 

Staff will meet to identify common assessments used in all 

subject areas. 

Actions 

Staff will meet to establish a four-tiered Continuum of Support 

Model as follows: 

Tier 1 - Best teaching practices evident in ALL classrooms. 

Tier 2 – Universal and targeted accommodations and 

strategies implemented in classrooms to support a 

differentiated learning environment. 

Tier 3 – Supports provided to the teacher/students from staff 

outside of the classroom (i.e. LC, Braided Journeys Liaison, 

FSLW, Psychologist) 

Tier 4 – Supports provided to the teacher/students from staff 

outside of the school within our Division (MDT Support – SLP, 

OT, etc.) 

Action 

Staff will hold Collaborative Response Meeting on a regular 

basis (every 3 – 5 weeks) to identify student needs and track 

progress. 

Action 

Staff will meet to identify achievement levels of all students in 

the areas of Literacy and Numeracy. 

Action 

At regularly scheduled CRMs, student achievement levels will 

be tracked, supports will be reviewed and “next steps” will be 

identified.  

Action 

Staff will implement strategies to help students develop skills 

that address behaviours that may be interfering with their 

progress (i.e. organizational skills, self-regulation, etc.) 
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Action 

Provide level A and level B assessments as needed to support 

teachers in identifying strategies that can better support 

diverse learners. 

Sub Goal c: 

Students will see St. Nicholas as a safe, caring, and inviting place to learn. 

Strategy 1: 

Use of community resources and motivational speakers to bring the issues of bullying, online 

safety, digital citizenship and healthy relationships kindness to the student’s constant 

attention. 

Actions 

Continue to support a Student Leadership group which 

provides a forum for student voice in the daily on-goings in our 

school community. 

Measures/ Evidence of 

effectiveness 

 

In class supports from our 

Student Services Team. 

 

Scheduled presentations for 

all students on relevant 

topics. 

 

Improved Satisfaction Survey 

results.  

Action 

Encourage student suggestions for guest speakers and 

encourage student feedback and comments surrounding the 

climate of the school. 

Action 

Support all social awareness initiatives such as, but not limited 

to Orange Shirt Day and Pink Shirt Day. 

Actions 

FSLW and Provisional Psychologist both offer small group and 

individual supports for the most vulnerable students and 

groups. 

Actions 

SRO and FSLW organized a week-long Bully Awareness week 

with activities for the entire school body in November. 

Goal 4: 

St. Nicholas First Nations, Metis and Inuit Learners will complete the school year and 

experience an improvement in their achievement. 

District Correlation: 

ECSD supports First Nations, Metis and Inuit students’ success. 
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2.1 Increase academic success and cultural knowledge by promoting successful practices to support 

First Nations, Métis and Inuit students. 

a) Continue programs and enhanced academic and cultural supports for all students that lead to 

successful transitions between all levels, increased high school completion rates, improved successful 

transitioning to post-secondary, career development and encourage life-long learning. 

b) Ensure that all teachers and leaders have the acquired skills to meet and exceed the foundational 

knowledge of First Nations, Métis and Inuit standard as outlined in Alberta Education Teaching Quality 

Standards. 

c) Support the provincial Pre-K–12 Cree language and culture programming. 

d) Recruit retain and support First Nations, Métis and Inuit staff in education. 

e) Continue to develop the collaborative plans between provincial school authorities and Indigenous 

communities. 

f) Continue to develop and advance agreements to enhance supports and services for First Nations 

students residing on reserve. 

 

2.2 Provide and promote cultural diversity. 

a) Engage Elders in a collaborative approach to meet the cultural needs of Indigenous students through 

the Indigenous ways of knowing. 

b) Recognize the Council of Elders as the authentic, active participants in spiritual ceremonies, 

traditional events and cultural protocols. 

c) Provide opportunities for on-going professional development for all District staff in cultural 

awareness. 

 

2.3 Ensure accountability of targeted funding for First Nations, Métis and Inuit students. 

a) Require all school sites that receive targeted funding to engage in and report on the First Nations, 

Metis and Inuit model framework for student success. 

2.4 Continue to walk together recognizing the calls to action from the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission. 

Strategy 1: 

To continue to support the role of the Braided Journeys Transition Coach program. 

Actions 

To continue to direct all FNMI funding to support the Braided 

Journeys program in the school   

Measures/ Evidence of 

effectiveness 

 

Continuation of Braided 

Journeys Program. 

 

Scheduled transition 

meetings at feeder schools 

and connecting High Schools. 

Actions 

Open dialogue among the Student Services Team (Learning 

Coach, FSLW, Counselor, Braided Journeys Liaison, 

Administrative team) ensures appropriate supports are 

implemented, monitored, evaluated and adapted to support 

the unique needs of every indigenous student 
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Actions 

The Braided Journeys Coordinator also facilitates supports to 

students in transition from elementary to Junior High and from 

Junior High to High school to ensure a smooth transition to the 

next level. 

 

PAT results. 

 

Improved reading levels. 

Action 

Utilize the expertise of ILS (Consultants, Instructors) to 

support the education of all our students in the area s of 

Indigenous culture and history  

 

Actions 

Braided Journeys Coordinator to work closely with the 

Learning Coach, FSLW and Counsellor to provide ongoing 

inclusive supports. 

Actions 

Include Indigenous/ Treaty 6 signage and stories throughout 

the school 

Action 

Provide all students and staff opportunities to further enhance 

their understanding of Indigenous history and culture.  

Actions 

Levelled Literacy supports for all struggling First Nations, Metis 

and Inuit readers. 

 
 
 
 
 
Review Date 1:      February 13, 2020 
 
Review Date 2:   June 4, 2020 


